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GWR LORIOT W  / BR FLATROL WW (ZXP)
There were two of the GWR wagons which were a slightly altered version of the G.27 
wagons built in 1931 (Nos. 41987 & 88). The original wagons had the sloped part of 
the end plates continued down to the floor, rather than the  “cranked” style of the 
later wagons. The G.27 wagons also had D/C brake levers. Modelling these wagons 
requires altering the end plates with plasticard strip & fitting D/C levers (not 
supplied) — see diagram below.  The G.41 wagons had lever brakes & were built in 
1944 (No. 100701) & 1948 (No. 100703).  A similar wagon from 1906 can be seen on  
www.ingenious.org.uk (NRM) web site — search for “canadian wagon” (the load is 
Canadian). The page ref. is too long to include. 
The wagons built by British Railways were built in 4 batches. D.2/900 - DB998000-002 
in 1949, DB998003-005 in 1951; and D.2/902 - DB998007-010 in 1957 and DB998011-
012 in 1958. The two diagrams may refer to whether there were buffing struts or not. 
Some of the BR wagons had brackets for these, but were photographed without them. The load was 20tons (distributed) or steam rollers/traction engines up to 
15tons. (The reduced load without struts is unreadable on the GWR  drawing). The GWR wagons would have carried the wire rope style of excavator (a photo 
shows one of these tracked diggers with a wooden “body” and the arm/bucket resting on a pile of sleepers on the end platform). BR wagons in later years carried 
hydraulically operated diggers & bulldozers such as Drotts (bulldozer / front loader) and 3600 diggers of the Hymac type. At least two wagons (e.g. DB998010) had 
extra posts fitted on one platform to prevent sideways movement of the digger arm (inset photo).  DB998001/002 (ZXP) and DB998007/009 (ZVP)  survived 
beyond 1994, and may have been used after 2000. (Drawings & photos supplied by David Hyde & Mike Hector . Photos. above ©Cambrian Models)

LIVERY: GWR wagons would have been Grey (Precision P19) with white lettering. Tares were 13-11-0 (100701) and 13-6-0 (100703). BR wagons 
were originally black, then olive green (Precision P142) from around 1966 — lettering was white. Metric tare was 13.5tonnes. It is not known when 
the GWR wagons were scrapped, but BR examples lasted until about 2000 (see above). The wagon above was at Carmarthen about 1983 — note 
the roller bearings and screw couplings (vac. piped wagon),  oil drum, and sleepers for unloading. The inset picture is Bristol c. 1984.
ASSEMBLY:  basically this entails fitting the end parts together including the wheels, then fitting them to the ends of the floor. Separate the side 
plates (with axleboxes) from the sprue, plus the headstocks and crossbar. (These parts are on the mouldings that have the rectangular ribbed part and 
the buffing struts). Before beginning assembly, it is necessary to file off the raised area (X) on the underside of the end platforms. Put bearings (not 
supplied) into the back of the sideplates. These plates can then be fitted to the underside of the end platform, together with the headstock (edge that 
was attached to sprue is the top) and crossbar (ribbed edge is the bottom) — if modelling a BR wagon 
without struts, file off the brackets. Insert the wheels when adding the second side plate. Check that the side 
plates are upright then leave the two end assemblies to set before attempting to fit them to the floor, 
otherwise disaster will ensue.  The floor has slots to interlock with the slots on the sideplates. Check there is 
no flash in the floor slot, particularly at the points. Hold the floor upside down and the end assembly upside 
down as shown  right. The tabs marked T on the diagram on the right, slide into the slots past the angled 
“corner” of the floor. Once past this, the end assembly can be turned to horizontal and pushed onto the 
floor. When correctly fitted, the inner edge of the side plate will be at the inner edge of the raised rib on the 
end of the floor (on  the top).

You may find it useful to try fitting a sideplate into the floor slot before starting assembly. Repeat with the other end. Solvent can now be applied to 
the joints. Check that the end assemblies are squarely fitted to the floor & the platforms level (put the wagon upside down on a flat surface). Leave to 
set. Next the two ribbed plates can be fitted together — you may have to file the interlocking tabs in order to fit the plates together flat. Plasticine or 
small rectangles of metal can be put in the recesses to add weight. The ribbed side fits onto the underside of the floor, with the tabs on the corners 
overlapping the tabs of the sideplates. Make sure you have applied enough solvent to stick the ribs to the floor. If possible, use a vice or clamps 
(protect the mouldings with something!) as this will give a more solid joint. NOTE: do not fit the ribbed plates to the floor before fitting the end 
assemblies, or it will not be possible to fit these as intended. When set fit the lower crossbars (from the detail sprues) on 
top of the end of the floor, between the side plates.  
DETAILS (on small sprues):  With the wagon upside down, fit the small plates (P) across the corners behind the 
crossbars; then the plates with holes (H) “below” them (they will be on “top” while the wagon is upside down). These 
plates match the shape of the platform (the side with the raised square is the top). Fit the “V” hanger and rod (both 
ends). Add the buffer heads.  The brakelevers should be fitted as in the diagram. Brakeshoes fit on the studs on the 
back of the sideplates. NOTE:  if fitting Hornby metal couplings, the brakeshoes cannot be fitted as there is not room. 
If Bachmann plastic couplings are fitted with the side pieces removed, and the coupling block cut back , then the brake 
shoes can be fitted.  The wagons had a tool box fitted on one end. The size of these varied, and is not included in the 
kit. It was a very simple metal box which can be made from plasticard. The one 
in the photo above is a taller plywood type. There is also a  short box behind it.


